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Dr. Shawn Horn is a licensed clinical

psychologist, author, podcaster and

TEDX speaker. In addition to her

private practice, she serves as

clinical supervisor with the

University of Washington affiliated

Psychiatric Residency Program in

Spokane Washington. She is host for

Inspired Living podcast and expert

panelist for YouTube show

“Uncovered: Stories of Overcoming

Shame & Struggle.” With over two

decades of experience in the mental

health field she is now bringing the

wisdom of the therapy room to you

with her online Inspired Living School

where she helps students to heal from

toxic shame and acquire skills for

emotion regulation, resiliency and

wholehearted living.

Bio

dr. Shawn horn
the shame-busting

psychologist: Inspiration,
Motivation, and Mental

health speaker

"Transform from the person you

were programmed to be into the

person you were designed to be."

testimonials
"I’ve been honored with the opportunity
to have Dr. Shawn as a speaker for my
events for two years in a row and her
speaking skills, years of knowledge,
reliability to audience, and natural
outgoing/energetic personality have
shined through each time!! Attendees
who have heard her speech admire the
true passion she has for sharing helpful
information to them in a way that allows
them to feel & be HEARD. "
-Autumn, event organizer

"I've truly learned more in one of your
podcasts than 20 years of counseling. "
-K. R.
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speaking topics & more!

drshawnhorn.com

Keynote Titles

past events
Speaker, EntitleDID To Life, Shamebusting Mental Health Stigma: Understanding
Dissociative Identity Disorder and OSDD, Diagnosis, treatment and how to navigate
mental health care, September 2021
Speaker, What We Crave Summit, The Psychology and Biology of
Emotional Eating with Dr. Shawn Horn, September 2021,
TEDx Speaker, Our Daily Dose of Shame, TEDx Spokane October 2021
Keynote, WEI's Women in Energy Symposium, Shamebusting Digital Communication:
The hidden reasons it is making you feel bad and what you can do about it for
emotional resiliency, optimal wellness and improved performance. Nov 2021

as seen on

You: Reclaimed and Rewritten

Diagnosis is not Destiny!

Shame-busting Mental Health

Stigma

Depression Awareness: A

Shame-Free Perspective

Emotions of Polyvagal Theory

Podcast
Dr. Horn hosts the Inspired Living

Podcast and has been a guest on

over 14 other podcasts!

For events and podcasts,

Dr. Horn can customize her

talks for your needs


